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**Abstract:** Research on *kerakatan* and *baparcayaan* culture in diamond transactions through *pengempit* was motivated by the aim to describe the culture of *kerakatan* (solidarity) and *baparcayaan* (trust). They were not only ordinary activities but also cultures that had far more complex meaning than what was predicted. This research made cultural meaning could be understood and became a positive example for people. This research was categorized within the anthropology of Islamic law studies using a legal anthropological approach. The data in this study were obtained from in-depth interviews about the informants’ experiences. The findings of this study were the culture of *kerakatan* and *baparcayaan* in the transactions of diamonds through *pengempit* was a law in society. Those two cultures were the manifestation of Islamic law values in a concrete social space which motivated by the faith in Allah. The culture of *kerakatan* could be seen from the behavior of *pengempit* who helped each other in disasters, gave money to each other if the diamonds were sold, and gave information to each other about buyers and diamonds. The culture of *baparcayaan* could be seen from the behavior between diamond owners and *pengempit* who only made verbal not written agreements. *Kerakatan* and *baparcayaan* culture had religious, economic, and social meanings. *Kerakatan* and *baparcayaan* culture reflected a strong religious-shari’i for the economic and social life of the Banjar people.
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**INTRODUCTION**

A diamond is a precious gemstone. It was discovered for the first time in India in 8 BC, and for the second time in Kalimantan in 800 AD. Diamonds in Kalimantan had been known in the 2nd century, then in the 18th century which exactly in 1727 AD diamonds were discovered in Brazil. In the 19th century (1866), they were found in South Africa, and other countries such as China, Siberia, Africa, and Australia.\(^1\)

The trade of diamonds in Kalimantan had been famous since 1604. It was proved by the number of diamond exports from Kalimantan in 1738 which reached 8-12 million guilders, a very large number at that time. Since 1400, Chinese traders had targeted South Kalimantan because it was a center of diamond trading. Until the 15th century, Tanjung Pura and Matan in South Kalimantan were the centers of diamond trading which was generally controlled by the Chinese. Even when the Portuguese came to the archipelago, they could not change the Chinese existing positions.\(^2\)

The discovery, the creation, and the distribution of diamonds in South

---


Kalimantan, especially Martapura, had convinced the world that South Kalimantan was one of the world's diamond producers. The image of Martapura as a city of diamonds was getting stronger by making this city a tourist destination for precious stone products, especially diamonds. The government of Martapura, in the mid-1990s, established a gem shopping center called *Cabaya Bumi Selamat* (CBS). In this shopping center, various kinds of gemstones, especially diamonds and jewelry accessories were sold to consumers.³

In addition to CBS in Martapura, there was also a market for selling diamonds inside Batuah traditional market located behind CBS. Different from CBS, this market traded unpolished-diamonds and polished-diamonds but not in the form of jewelry. In this market, the transactions were not between traders and last users, but were only between diamond traders like *pengempit*, small traders, and medium-sized traders. They traded diamonds obtained by *pengepul* to small and medium-sized traders or from diamond owners to their fellows. In addition to CBS in Martapura, there was also a market for selling diamonds inside Batuah traditional market located behind CBS. Different from CBS, this market traded unpolished-diamonds and polished-diamonds but not in the form of jewelry. In this market, the transactions were not between traders and last users, but were only between diamond traders like *pengempit*, small traders, and medium-sized traders. They traded diamonds obtained by *pengepul* to small and medium-sized traders or from diamond owners to their fellows.

The small diamonds were sold by the diamond traders to shop owners at CBS, while the medium and large diamonds were sold to national and international markets.³ The trade of diamonds had characteristics including fluctuating and speculative prices because of many aspects that must be considered in determining the price of diamonds as such as the color, clarity, cutting, and carat or known as the Four 'C of Diamond (Color, Clarity, Cutting and Carat). Therefore, traders must be equipped with diamond analysis skills by focusing on those four aspects.⁵ Moreover, beyond a diamond there was a belief in society from ancient times, which assuming that diamonds were "supernatural beings" which referred to as "galuh", it must be treated carefully.

Nowadays in Martapura, the transactions of diamonds were done through shops and *pengempit* (mediator). The transactions of diamonds through a *pengempit* had been done since ancient times because the majority of diamond trading was only hand to hand.⁶ The term *pengempitan* was mostly used since ancient times which means borrowing. Another

⁴Hidayat, p. 2.
⁵Hidayat, p. 4.
term used was *pembelantikan*, but this term was rarely used.\(^7\)

There was some uniqueness of the diamond transactions through *pengempit*. First uniqueness was the activity of sharing information about the buyers and the diamonds among *pengempit*. Another uniqueness was that the transactions between *pengempit* and the diamond owners were done verbally without any written agreement, even though the diamonds were very valuable.\(^8\) This kind of behavior indicated a culture of *kerakatan* and *baparcayaan* in diamonds transactions through *pengempit*.

The activity of diamond transactions through *pengempit* for most people was just an ordinary activity, but in fact it was a complex meaningful culture even for the culture owners themselves. For this reason, this study aimed to describe the culture of *kerakatan* and *baparcayaan* along with the cultural meaning according to the owner of the culture and Islam, so that this research would make cultural meaning understandable and become a positive example for other communities.

### METHOD

This research was field research of descriptive Islamic law research\(^9\) conducted on diamond owners and *pengempit* in Martapura, South Kalimantan. The approach of this research was the legal anthropological approach\(^10\) with an emphasis on community attitudes which indicated the existence of legal norms based on Islamic values and their meanings.

This research analyzed a normative ideal form of Islam as a reference for all Muslims. It could be said that this research was an anthropological study of Islamic law with the following characteristics: First, the anthropology of Islamic law examined human behavior which indicated the existence of legal norms influenced by Islamic values; Second, the anthropology of Islamic law examined human behavior as a model of reality which then related this model to Islamic law as a model for reality, so the changes could be seen from the ideal form; Third, the anthropology of Islamic law examined the meaning of human behavior based on the emic approach in the anthropological literature and also gave the
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\(^7\) Interview with Husaini in Martapura, on Mei 25\(^{th}\), 2017.

\(^8\) Interview with Abdul Gawi Hasan in Martapura, on July 26\(^{th}\), 2013.


meaning of that behavior based on the Islamic perspective; Fourth, the anthropology of Islamic law contributed to the development of Islamic legal studies.

There were four informants in this study who were selected based on their knowledge or experience of the phenomenon under study (purposive sampling technique). In the beginning, the number of informants in this study was not specifically determined, but the searching process for informants was stopped when the researcher found similar information among informants. Data collection in this study was carried out through in-depth interviews with informants regarding their experiences, which in cultural anthropology was called an individual's life history.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1. The Role of Pengempit in Diamond Transactions

The transactions of diamonds in Martapura were done in stores and through a pengempit. The transactions through pengempit had been done since ancient times because the majority of diamond trading was only hand to hand.\(^{11}\) A long time ago, people sold diamonds traditionally (not in stores), they only sold outside the stores, while the stores only sold gold (gold stores). At that time, pengempit was only a person who understood diamonds because if he did not understand diamonds they would easily be tricked by others. Consequently, pengempit was only for professional, a person who did not understand diamonds could not become pengempit.\(^{12}\)

In the traditional diamond market, the professional pengempit still existed, who came from various villages in Martapura and gathered at the market and sat together on balakab. Even though they did not have an official organization, they had been already known as pengempit so the diamond owners did not hesitate to give the diamonds. The diamond owners would not hand over their diamonds to someone who did not know about diamonds because it could be lost or damaged.\(^{13}\)

Professional pengempit usually took a walk in the market, around the patio, where people sold fish and they avoided unprofessional things. They brought expensive good quality diamonds. They put the diamonds in their pockets. Sometimes,


\(^{12}\)Interview with Fahmi al Amruzi in Banjarmasin, on July 19\(^{th}\), 2017.

\(^{13}\)Interview with Fahmi al Amruzi in Banjarmasin, on July 19\(^{th}\), 2017.
they had transactions and unwrapped the diamonds on the side of the gutters, but the diamonds did not disappear or fall into the sewers. This proved that they were so professional that their diamonds did not fall.\textsuperscript{14}

After the diamond jewelry stores were present, the general market regulations were applied. At that time, unprofessional pengempit started to take action, people who did not understand diamonds could become pengempit so there was a risk of fraud. It could not be stopped because of its nature of globalization and also because of the low supply of diamonds.\textsuperscript{15}

Basically, there were two types of pengempit including long-term-pengempit and short-term-pengempit. The long-term-pengempit was pengempit who thought for a long term by maintaining trust. Whereas, the short-term-pengempit was pengempit who only thought about the short term by focusing on profit without thinking about risk.\textsuperscript{16}

A persevering pengempit was an istiqamah person. He had a principle that if there was money, there were goods or if there were goods, there was money. The pengempit did not want to give the diamonds if they had not been paid. For example, if there were people who wanted to pay by reverse check, the goods were delivered after the check was liquid, or if the payment was one week delay, the goods would not be handed over before the money was received. This pengempit wanted to find safety because he could not replace the goods if something happened, most pengempit did not have any financial capital. The pengempit who prioritized safety was working for the long term. He kept the trust until he died. A pengempit like this would never be tempted by large profits even though many people entrusted them to sell the diamonds, but he would not hand over the diamonds to the buyer if he was not paid directly. This kind of pengempit had no problem, he had no debt and could sleep well.\textsuperscript{17}

Whereas, a pengempit who only considered about commissions and profits without thinking about the risk. He only thought about profits and did not think about the safety of the diamonds which caused the loss of the diamonds and money, there was only a check and it turned out that the check was empty. Consequently, people would no longer

\footnotesize
\textsuperscript{14}Interview with Fahmi al Amruzi in Banjarmasin, on July 19\textsuperscript{th}, 2017.
\textsuperscript{15}Interview with Fahmi al Amruzi in Banjarmasin, on July 19\textsuperscript{th}, 2017.
\textsuperscript{16}Interview with Abdul Gawi Hasan in Martapura, on June 1\textsuperscript{st}, 2017.
\textsuperscript{17}Interview with Abdul Gawi Hasan in Martapura, on June 1\textsuperscript{st}, 2017.
trust him, and no one wanted to hand over the diamonds again.\textsuperscript{18}

In fact, the exact amount of \textit{pengempit} in Martapura was still unknown, because they did not have a formal organization. However, people could identify anybody in \textit{pengempit} network which they usually called as "bubuhan pengempitan".

1. \textbf{The Practice of Pengempitan in the Islamic Perspective}

The diamond transactions through \textit{pengempit} can be divided into two groups. The first is \textit{pengempit} who works as a mediator. He brings the seller to the buyer. If the owner of the diamonds asks \textit{pengempit} to help to find a buyer or vice versa, the buyer asks for diamonds, then the \textit{pengempit} will bring him to the diamond owner. This kind of \textit{pengempit} does not directly involve in the transaction. The transaction is only done by the buyer and the owner. The second type of \textit{pengempit} works as a representation of the diamond owner. This kind of \textit{pengempit} will do the transaction directly to the buyer.\textsuperscript{19}

The difference between those kinds leads to different types of covenants used in Islam. The covenant for the first group is called \textit{ijārah}, while the covenant for the second group is called \textit{wakālah} which is very dependent on the limitations given by the owner if it is limited \textit{wakālah}, or if it is absolute \textit{wakālah}, it really depends on local customs.\textsuperscript{20}

The Muftis agreed that the mediator in transactions (\textit{wasaṭah tiqāriyyah}) both dallāl and samsarah was acceptable in Islam because it had been practiced since the time of the Prophet Mohammad based on the hadith narrated by Bukhari. Related to the commissions or profits given to the \textit{pengempit} can be divided into three provisions. First, the commission is given for 2.5\% of the diamonds selling price. Second, the \textit{pengempit} gets the profit from the higher selling price than the diamond owner sets. Third, the \textit{pengempit} gets the profit from the first and second way, both getting commission and profit by selling higher price.\textsuperscript{21}

As experienced, the exact amount of payment was given to the \textit{pengempit} if the diamonds were large; however, if the diamonds were small, the amount would not be determined and it will be given voluntarily. If the diamonds were taken outside Martapura, for example to

\textsuperscript{18}Interview with Abdul Gawi Hasin in Martapura, on June 1\textsuperscript{st}, 2017.
\textsuperscript{19}Rahmaniah, \textit{Dinamika Akad dalam Transaksi Jual Beli Intan di Martapura Kalimantan Selatan}, hlm. 61.
\textsuperscript{20}Rahmaniah, p. 62-63.
\textsuperscript{21}Rahmaniah, \textit{Dinamika Akad dalam Transaksi Jual Beli Intan di Martapura Kalimantan Selatan}, p. 63.
Sulawesi, the commission was 2.5%, and if they were sold only in Martapura, the commission was 1%. The commission from the owner for the pengempit was ranged from 2% to 5% of the selling price, the pengempit could also get a profit by increasing the selling price. For example, if the price of diamonds was IDR 1,000,000, then the pengempit sold it to the buyer for IDR 1,250,000, the narrower got IDR 250,000. The pengempit could also get a commission from the owner based on the agreement, which was usually 2.5% of the selling price. If the pengempit asked only for a commission of 5%, the pengempit was only a mediator who met the owner and the buyer, and he did not take more profit by increasing the selling price.

In another experience, the commission for the pengempit was either predetermined or not. The amount of commission varied depending on the agreement between the pengempit and the owner, which was done verbally not written. Sometimes, they did not make any agreement at all. It showed that they had already known the standard commission because it had become a habit in society. When they did not make a clear agreement, the customs that exist in the community then applied. This kind of transaction is still appropriate in Islam according to Ibn Sirin, Ata’, Ibrahim, and al-Hasan. The commission received by the mediator must be clear and agreeable to both parties.

The pengempit only carried diamonds for a day, from morning to afternoon. In the afternoon the diamonds had been returned to the owner. If the diamonds had not returned because the next day someone wanted to check, the pengempit notified the owner that "the diamonds were overnight" (diamonds were not returned for this night), which created a sense of security. If the pengempit took the diamonds out of town, the owner would be told and got a frequent report from the pengempit whenever a prospective buyer gave an offer. Besides that, there was also pengempit who borrowed diamonds from the shop for a week. Limited time mediators (wasāṭah) were permitted by the Hanafi

---

22 Interview with Fahmi al Amrzi in Banjarmasin, on July 19th, 2017.
23 Interview with Abdul Gawi Hasan in Martapura, on June 1st, 2017.
26 Interview with Naimah in Banjarmasin, on June 6th, 2017.
school\textsuperscript{27} and Imam Malik.\textsuperscript{28} Whereas, the Shafi‘i school allowed it absolutely.\textsuperscript{29} That kind of transaction in the community of Martapura was in line with the provisions contained in Islam.

When borrowing diamonds from a shop, there were shops that required a deposit and some were not. The deposit was varied. Some shops required a deposit as the cost of diamonds borrowed, and some just required a little amount of money. For example, borrowing two rings, but the deposit was worth for one ring. The deposit given to the shop would be fully returned after the diamonds were returned.\textsuperscript{30}

The muftis of the school agreed on the required deposit to prevent a negligent mediator.\textsuperscript{31} If the mediator was not a negligent person, so he should not be burdened with deposit. This was the opinion of Imam Zufr from the Hanafi School, an opinion of the Maliki school, the Syafi‘i school, and also used in the Hanbali school\textsuperscript{32}

However, according to the opinion of Muhammad and Abu Yusuf from the Hanafi school, a strong opinion within the Maliki school, and the opinion used in the Syafi‘i and Hanbali schools was that all mediators must give a deposit.\textsuperscript{33} So, it can be said that the practice is in line with the provisions in Islam, whether the owner of the diamond asks for a deposit or not which depends on the situations and conditions. The trusted pengempit can be free from the deposit, and an unknown pengempit can be asked for the deposit.

In the agreement for kempitan was merely recorded the number of carats of the diamonds, and it was only recorded on the wrapping paper. There was no note for the price, commission, time limit, and others in the wrapping paper.\textsuperscript{34} Sometimes, the diamond owner wrote in their selling notes, and sometimes they did not write at all because they had already memorized everything.\textsuperscript{35}

Finally, it could be said that the people of Martapura in the diamond transactions through pengempit did it only verbally. It is

\textsuperscript{27} Syamsuddin as-Sarakhsi, \textit{Al-Mabs\={u}t} (Beirut: D\={a}r al-Ma\‘rifah, t.t), p. 215.

\textsuperscript{28} Malik bin Anas, \textit{Al-Mudawwanah al-Kubra}, jilid 11 (Riyad: Kementerian Agama, Wakaf, Dakwah dan Bimbingan, t.t), p. 46.

\textsuperscript{29} Al-Im\={a}m an-Nawawi, \textit{Raudatu at-Talibin wa ‘Umdatul Al-Mufitin}, Cet. 3 (Beirut: Al-Maktab al-Islami, 1991), p. 257.

\textsuperscript{30} Interview with Naimah in Banjarmasin, on June 6\textsuperscript{th}, 2017.

\textsuperscript{31} A\={t}ram, \textit{Al-Was\={a}tah at-Tij\={a}riyyah fi al-Mu\‘malat al-M\={a}liyah}, p. 267.

\textsuperscript{32} A\={t}ram, p. 259.

\textsuperscript{33} A\={t}ram, p. 261.

\textsuperscript{34} Interview with Fahmi al Amruzi in Banjarmasin, on July 19\textsuperscript{th}, 2017.

\textsuperscript{35} Interview with Naimah in Banjarmasin, on June 6\textsuperscript{th}, 2017.
still in line with Islamic teachings because according to the muftis the form of ṣīgab in transactions through mediators can be by direct speech, by a gesture, or by writing, whatever can be understood by both parties through the mediator.\textsuperscript{36}

2. \textit{Kerakatan} and \textit{Baparcayaan} as a Culture

Geertz said that behavior was a symbolic action.\textsuperscript{37} The symbolic actions in the diamond transactions were reflected in giving commission for the pengempit, giving time limitation for bringing the diamonds, requiring a deposit, and noting. Geertz further mentioned that those kinds of symbolic actions resulted in cultural patterns. A cultural pattern was a series of regular meaningful symbols that were given by humans to the events they experience.\textsuperscript{38} Cultural patterns were models of reality and models for reality.\textsuperscript{39} The model of reality in diamond transactions was the culture of \textit{kerakatan} and \textit{baparcayaan}.

3. The Religious Meaning of \textit{Kerakatan} and \textit{Baparcayaan}

The culture of \textit{kerakatan} and \textit{baparcayaan} could be traced to the teachings of Islam adopted by the people in Martapura and motivated by a strong belief in Islamic teachings (faith in Allah SWT). These cultures had a real influence on people’s daily lives. So, the culture of \textit{kerakatan} and \textit{baparcayaan} had religious meaning because the behaviors were motivated by religious teachings.

The people’s religious knowledge was obtained from religious teachers and \textit{ketarjiban} at mosques, \textit{Aisyiyah} and \textit{Muhammadiyah} organizations.\textsuperscript{40} According to them, the material obtained from the religious teaching was sufficient for everyday life. They obeyed the teaching and avoided the prohibitions, for example, the prohibitions for lying and cheating.\textsuperscript{41} They thought religion was the main factor for solving all the problems. If the \textit{aqidah} was strong, the faith was strong, and the surrender was strong, then the person would be safe. It would be different between people who liked religious

\textsuperscript{36} Aṭram, \textit{Al-Wasāṭah at-Tijāriyyah fī al-Mu’āmalāt al-Māliyyah}, p. 175-179.
\textsuperscript{38}Geertz, p. 363.
\textsuperscript{39}Geertz, p. 93.
\textsuperscript{40}Interview with Husaini in Martapura, on May 25\textsuperscript{th}, 2017 and interview with Fahmi al Amruli in Banjarmasin, on July 19\textsuperscript{th}, 2017.
\textsuperscript{41}Interview with Abdul Gawi Hasan in Martapura, on June 1\textsuperscript{st}, 2017.
\textsuperscript{42}Interview with Naimah in Banjarmasin, on June 6\textsuperscript{th}, 2017.
\textsuperscript{43}Interview with Husaini, Wawancara, 25 Mei 2017, Martapura.
learning and applied it and people who did not. People did not like to go to religious teaching and only think about business would be easy to get risks because they could depend on Allah.⁴⁴

The culture of kerakatan and baparcayaan that influenced the selling process through pengempit at Martapura could not be separated from the beliefs that exist in the society of Martapura. The society of Martapura was religious, they were known as obedient people in practicing Islam, including in buying and selling. They paid attention to the covenant in buying and selling, so they considered a transaction invalid if the covenant was not executed perfectly.

Islamic theory related to kerakatan and baparcayaan is 'aṣabiyyah and amanah. Following Geertz's theory, 'aṣabiyyah and amanah can be categorized as models for reality. There are many Islamic theories related to kerakatan which in Islam is called social solidarity ('aṣabiyyah), for example, the verse about helping each other in Al-Maidah (5) verse 2 and the hadith narrated by Muslims about brotherhood.⁴⁵

Moreover, baparcayaan in Islam is called amanah. Amanah is to give any rights to the owner, not to take anything more than their rights, and not to reduce the rights of others, either in the form of price or commission.⁴⁶

The decree of Allah SWT related to amanah contained in surah an-Nisa (4) verse 58, in surah al-Mu'minun (23) verse 8, and also in the hadith sahīhain.⁴⁷

4. The Social Meaning of Kerakatan and Baparcayaan

The culture of kerakatan made diamond transactions through pengempit existed. Without kerakatan, the pengempit who were mostly from the middle to lower class and did not have strong financial, would be extinct from this business, so the diamond transactions through pengempit would be disappeared from the society in Martapura. Following the theory developed by Ibn Khaldun about 'aṣabiyyah, kerakatan among bubuhan pengempitan had the same meaning as 'aṣabiyyah. Ibn Khaldun said that all human beings needed defense and protection, which could not be achieved without a struggle because in humans there

---

⁴⁴Interview with Abdul Gawi Hasan in Martapura, on June 1st, 2017.
⁴⁷‘Aya’at al-anfūṣ gash’ādā ‘ādāh i’dāhā wa ‘ādāh sanadākhay wa ‘ādāh abtanīna xan. Sahih Muslim, p. 46.
was a nature of refusal. For this, social solidarity ('asabiyyah) was needed.\(^48\)

Ibn Khaldun mentioned that for most humans, social solidarity was caused by blood ties. Blood ties would lead to true solidarity, if the level of kinship was far then the blood ties would be weaker, but as the substitute, there would be a feeling of familiarity based on a knowledge of brotherhood. Protected friends and people allied with a noble were often in the same relationship with blood relatives, so the protector and the protected person were voluntarily helping out because of the humiliation that raised if the rights of neighbors or relatives or friends were violated. In reality, such a protective bond was just as strong as the blood tie.\(^49\)

If the brotherhood was clear, it would be useful as a natural incentive towards solidarity. However, if it was based solely on the knowledge of ancestors, it would be weak and had little influence on sentiment because it could not trigger the bonds and love caused by social solidarity ('asabiyyah).\(^50\)

Likewise, Yusuf Hidayat's findings in his dissertation stated that there were rules in the interaction among small traders and pengempit in diamond transactions in Martapura in the form of cooperation and togetherness. These rules were obeyed and used as references spontaneously in their actions. The rules of togetherness among them had a function to maintain their existence because if the rules of togetherness were not developed, they would be extinct along with the scarcity of diamonds.\(^51\) The terms cooperation and togetherness used by Yusuf Hidayat was a representation of kerakatan. So, kerakatan had a social meaning to maintain their existence. The culture of kerakatan made diamond transactions through pengempit still exist. Also, kerakatan was a culture that had been owned by the Banjarese and even by Indonesian. Indonesian were known to have a family culture as the character of Indonesian culture, so it influenced the behavior in all aspects of their lives.

The relationship between the owner and the pengempit was a mutualism relationship. The pengempit who mostly from the middle to lower class and had no enough financial capital needed an owner who trusted him. The owner also really needed the pengempit to sell their diamonds or to get diamonds.

Most pengempit was a person who did not have any diamond, but he had friends or networks about people who usually


\(^{49}\)Khaldun, p. 152.

\(^{50}\)Khaldun, p. 152.

looked for gemstones, so the pengempit would connect the owner with the buyer. The pengempit was usually diligent and eager to know who the owner and the buyer because he wanted to sell it.\textsuperscript{52}

Determining the verbal relationship between the owner and the pengempit, there was no written agreement so there would be no data found about an agreement between the owner and the pengempit, even though the value of the diamonds were sometimes very expensive.\textsuperscript{53} Trust in Banjarese was called baparcayaan had become the basis for the relationship between the owner and the pengempit.

*Baparcayaan* was a culture in the society of Martapura for diamond transactions through pengempit. The word *kerakatan* came from the word *rakat* which means close or can get along. The examples of *kerakatan* included when one of the pengempit family members died, bubuhan pengempitan would give contribute to the family member.\textsuperscript{54}

*Kerakatan* among professional pengempit could be seen from the giving of *hak mata*, a gift from pengempit who successfully sold the diamonds to other pengempit who could not sell the diamonds for helping them bringing a fortune home. Among pengempit also shared information about the diamonds carried and information about the person who was looking for diamonds.\textsuperscript{55}

The pengempit’s habit in helping each other—if there was a misfortune and gave each other when the diamonds were sold—as a part of *kerakatan* culture for economic meaning in increasing fortune. Pengempit who got an unfortunate would get donations, and pengempit whose diamonds had not been sold would also get some

\textsuperscript{52} Interview with Abdul Gawi Hasan in Martapura, on June 1\textsuperscript{st}, 2017.
\textsuperscript{53} Interview with Abdul Gawi Hasan in Martapura, on July 26\textsuperscript{th}, 2013.
\textsuperscript{54} Interview with Husaini in Martapura, on May 25\textsuperscript{th}, 2017.
\textsuperscript{55} Interview with Fahmi al Amruzi in Banjarmasin, on July 19\textsuperscript{th}, 2017.
money from pengempit whose diamonds had been sold.

The culture of baparcayaan also had an economic meaning in reducing costs for selling. This could be seen from the habit of the diamond owner and the pengempit. They did not make any written agreement in the transaction. Besides, for the trusted pengempit, the diamond owner did not ask for a deposit. This would save some costs because there was no need to make a written agreement and a deposit. In this case, trust became the basis of legal life and the foundation of human legal activities. A rule was not a basis, but trust and relationship were the basis.\textsuperscript{56}

This research showed that the behavior of the society in Martapura for their business was not merely for economic purposes. It could be said that in the diamond transaction through pengempit, the religious and social meaning was more dominant than the economic meaning.

This was in line with Ibn Khaldun’s thought that the economic aspect was closely related to humanity and survival instinct. The abundant fortune would lead to prosperity. The motivation for working and doing business was not fully oriented to wealth, but also for surviving in social life. However, in capitalism people were no longer care about human values. The most important thing for them was money and resources, even if they had to sacrifice others’ rights.\textsuperscript{57}

**CONCLUSION**

The culture of kerakatan and baparcayaan in diamond transactions through pengempit was a law that lives in society by Islamic teachings that underlined the socio-economic life of the large Banjar community. The culture of kerakatan and baparcayaan had religious, social, and economic meanings. Kerakatan had a religious meaning called social solidarity or ‘asabiyyah. Kerakatan had a social meaning to maintain their existence. Kerakatan had an economic meaning to increase life fortune. Meanwhile, the culture of baparcayaan had a religious meaning called amanah. Moreover, the social meaning of baparcayaan was the mutualism relationship among them. Last, the economic meaning of the culture of baparcayaan was by reducing the costs they spent.
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